Purpose Improved data collection methods have improved absorbed dose estimation by tracking activity distributions and tumor extent at multiple time points, allowing individualized absorbed dose estimation. Treatment with tositumomab and 131 I-tositumomab anti-CD20 radioimmunotherapy (BEXXAR) yields a cold antibody antitumor response (cold protein effect) and a radiation response. Biologically effective contributions, including the cold protein effect, are included in an equivalent biological effect model that was fit to patient data. Methods Fifty-seven tumors in 19 patients were followed using 6 single proton emission computed tomography (SPECT)/CT studies, 3 each post tracer (5 mCi) and therapy (∼100 mCi) injections with tositumomab and 131 Itositumomab. Both injections used identical antibody mass, a flood dose of 450 mg plus 35 mg of 131 I tagged antibody. The SPECT/CT data were used to calculate absorbed dose rate distributions and tumor and whole-body time-activity curves, yielding a space-time dependent absorbed dose rate description for each tumor. Tumor volume outlines on CT were used to derive the time dependence of tumor size for tracer and therapy time points. A combination of an equivalent biological effect model and an inactivated cell clearance model was used to fit absorbed dose sensitivity and cold effect sensitivity parameters to tumor shrinkage data, from which equivalent therapy values were calculated. Results Patient responses were categorized into three groups: standard radiation sensitivity with no cold effect (7 patients), standard radiation sensitivity with cold effect (11 patients), and high radiation sensitivity with cold effect (1 patient). Conclusion Fit parameters can be used to categorize patient response, implying a potential predictive capability.
Introduction
Individualized treatment planning may benefit from equivalent therapy modeling techniques to help correlate equivalent therapy with objective patient outcome. Improved data collection is yielding improved absorbed dose estimation by tracking activity distributions and tumor extent at multiple time points [1] . The incorporation into an equivalent therapy model of confounding factors involved in tumor response may be important for the optimum correlation of planned therapy and treatment outcome.
Tositumomab and 131 I-tositumomab anti-CD20 radioimmunotherapy (BEXXAR) has successfully treated relapsed or refractory B-cell non-Hodgkin's lymphoma (NHL) [2, 3] . The therapeutic effect of the antibody alone (cold protein effect) is significant. However, therapeutic trials with the addition of radionuclide therapy have shown a consistent advantage over antibody alone [4] . The presence of a significant therapeutic element in addition to radiation therapy may be providing a confounding factor to the interpretation of the therapeutic effect. The application of equivalent therapy concepts to NHL patient dosimetry may provide an improved platform for interpretation of therapeutic effect.
The equivalent biological effect (E) is the negative log of the cumulative clonogenic cell surviving fraction [5] [6] [7] . The local surviving fraction is the exponential of the local biological effective therapy (BET), which for therapies involving only the absorbed dose, corresponds to the radiation response coefficient (α) times the biological effective dose (BED). In more complex therapies, the BET is expressed in terms of the biological effect of the true absorbed dose, dose rate, and other terms (e.g., cell proliferation, chemotherapy [8] , hyperthermia therapy [9] , and immunotherapy) that affect tumor response. The extension to a four-dimensional (spacetime) analysis implies the use of a spatially and timedependent definition of BET, typically using tumor subunits [10] . The tumor subunits can be used to form biological effect histograms [11] . To convert to a single therapeutic score, the spatially averaged surviving fraction at a specific time can be related to E and/or an equivalent absorbed dose parameter (e.g., equivalent uniform dose, EUD). Here, E is equivalent biological (therapeutic) effect defined at the time minimum of the cell surviving fraction. EUD is the equivalent therapeutic effect of a uniform absorbed dose with linear response coefficient, α, and is equal to E/α.
To help account for the therapeutic effect of cold protein in the present work, a cold effect term was introduced into the BET. An initial report demonstrated the feasibility of this approach 1 using an example data set (six patients) [12] . Here, we use a more extensive data set (data from 19 patients) to determine average model parameters while exploring the inherent variability of the patient population and proposing patient response classifications, a potentially key element for the development of individualized treatment planning. EUDs generated from this data set significantly correlated with tumor shrinkage [13] .
Data collected detailing the antibody distribution and initial tumor response for tracer and therapeutic doses were used to perform a separation of the therapeutic effects of cold protein and absorbed dose. The cold protein effect is modeled assuming the probability of cell inactivation due to antibody alone is proportional to the time the antibody stays bound to the cell. The current model assumes that the probability of the antibody-cell bound state is proportional to the presence of radioactivity in the tumor volume. No synergistic or destructive interactions between the therapeutic effects were included in the model.
Our objective is to illustrate potential benefits (e.g., patient response classifications) of performing equivalent biological effect and cell clearance model calculations including the cold protein effect for analysis during patient treatment for NHL using tositumomab and 131 I-tositumomab. I-tagged injection [3, 14] . Patients were imaged on a Siemens Symbia TruePoint SPECT/CT scanner (Hoffman Estates, IL, USA) with a six-slice CT capability. For the SPECT, a high-energy parallel-hole collimator was used with 180°and 30 stops per head; 40 s per stop; body contouring; 20% photopeak at 364 keV; two adjacent 6% scatter correction windows; and a 128 × 128 matrix with a pixel size of 4.8 mm. The CT component of acquisition used fullcircle rotation, 130 kV, and 35 mAs. The CT scan time was less than 20 s and was obtained without contrast and without a breath hold. The CT data were reconstructed with a 512 × 512 × 196 matrix and 0.98×0.98×2 mm voxel size. University of Michigan software was used for SPECT/CT reconstruction and quantification. Projection data were reconstructed using ordered subsets expectation maximization (OSEM). Data were reconstructed by using 35 iterations and 6 subsets and included 3-D depth-dependent detector response compensation, attenuation correction, and scatter correction. To account for partial volume effects, recovery coefficients determined for phantom measurements were used (ranging from 99 to 58% for 100 to 4 ml volumes, respectively). Registered SPECT/CT images were used to generate voxelized descriptions of tumor densities (from CT) and activity concentrations (from SPECT) for each patient as described by Dewaraja et al. [1] . Image sets were acquired at three times (typically) each within 6 days post tracer injection and within 10 days post therapy injection. Data from 57 tumors in 19 patients were available for analysis.
Materials and methods

Data collection
Activity density and absorbed dose rate computation Three-dimensional absorbed dose rate distributions were computed by Monte Carlo from the activity distributions and anatomical information from the SPECT/CT data sets [15] . Tumor volumes outlined on CT were used to track tumor volume changes (tumor shrinkage) during the tracer and therapy periods. Whole-body and cumulative tumor timeactivity curves were fit using data from the tracer and the therapy scans. Tumor time-activity curves were fit to a biexponential function representing the rise and clearance of antibody concentration. The three parameters defining the biexponential curve for each tumor were estimated via maximum likelihood within a mixed model [16] . Tracer and therapy curves were fit in separate mixed models. Rest-of-body timeactivity data were fit using a mono-exponential function.
Four-dimensional time-activity and absorbed dose rate model Space-time descriptions of the antibody and absorbed dose rate distributions were calculated using time-activity curves and deformable registration of the tumor volumes. The deformable registration used center of mass alignment of the tumor volumes and radial deformation, keeping the number of voxels the same, but altering voxel volumes uniformly. Voxels from the first scan were assumed to be unique tumor subunits and were tracked in all subsequent scans by maintaining the number and relative positions of voxels at all times. At later scan times, voxel activities were populated by mapping each scan onto the voxel matrix by radial deformation. Radial deformation consisted of linear mappings of activity levels from the center to the surface. The tumor time-activity profiles for each voxel followed the fitted tumor time-activity curve generated for the tumor as a whole. The summed activity for each tumor at each given time was conserved. Local discontinuities in the voxelized time-activity curves were allowed at times midway between scans. Space-time dependent absorbed dose rate followed the voxel time-activity curves and measured absorbed dose rate distributions. Total tumor absorbed dose was calculated using the tumor self-absorbed dose rate coupled with tumor time-activity curve plus the rest-of-body absorbed dose rate coupled with the rest-of-body time-activity curve.
Equivalent biological effect model
The 4-D dosimetry model is based on tracking tumor subunits through therapy and (potentially) recurrence. A surviving fraction of clonogenic subunits with voxel number v is tracked in time, S(v,t). The surviving fraction averaged over the subunits in volume V is tracked in time, <S(v,t)> V . The minimum of this curve, at time t min , is defined as the desired therapeutic end point and is related to the equivalent biological effect, E.
The quantity E may be put in the more familiar units of absorbed dose by defining an equivalent uniform dose, EUD, using the linear absorbed dose sensitivity coefficient, α.
The use of α is for unit conversion of E to absorbed dose units for comparison to absorbed dose calculations. S(v,t) is a function of the spatially and time varying BET, Sðv; tÞ ¼ exp½ÀBET ðv; tÞ ð3Þ
The BET(v,t) is the sum of the relevant quantities affecting the therapeutic outcome, in this case the absorbed dose effect, the cell proliferation effect and the cold effect,
where D(v,t) is the spatial and time varying cumulative absorbed dose; RE(v,t) is the relative effectiveness; l t is the proliferation coefficient (l t =ln(2)/T p where T p is the effective doubling time); l p is the cold protein sensitivity coefficient (l p =ln(2)/p 1/2 , where p 1/2 is the half-time of cell inactivation by the antigen-bound antibody molecules in units of milligram protein hour per gram tumor); and P(v,t) is the integral residence time of protein mass per unit tumor mass. The cold effect contribution is represented by the probability of viable cell inactivation proportional to the time the antibody stayed in contact with the cell. P(v,t) was calculated from the decay-corrected activity distribution:
where P inj is the injected cold protein, A(v,t)/A inj is the fractional voxel time activity, ρV is the tumor mass, and the exponential term corrects for radioactive decay with decay constant γ. The magnitude of the RE factor can be estimated by the formula for a continuously decaying source, assuming an irradiation time long compared to the decay rate [17] ,
where R 0 is the initial absorbed dose rate, μ is the repair constant, l is the total clearance rate (biological plus radiological), and β is the quadratic absorbed dose sensitivity coefficient. 
where N(t) is the number of viable subunits in the tumor at time t, <> V represents a volume average and RE∼1. A change in tumor size dZ(t), in units of cell number, includes a term related to the number of inactivated, not yet cleared cells, dU(t)/dt, and a term representing growth proportional to the number of cells N(t)
Assuming a linear clearance rate with rate coefficient l C ,
where t d is the time delay for cell inactivation by absorbed dose (e.g., awaiting mitotic death). No time delay was assumed (or needed for data fitting) for cell inactivation by cold antibody (e.g., apoptosis). The two integrals give the population of cells killed, but not yet cleared, by radiation and cold protein, respectively. The exponential factors account for the reduction of nonviable cells due to previous clearance. The time dependence of the tumor size results from plugging Eq. 12 into Eq. 11 and integrating each side,
where Z(0)=N (0) is the initial number of viable tumor subunits.
Curve fits
Model parameters were determined based on model fits to changes in tumor volumes for both tracer and therapy data, allowing for tumor response to both absorbed dose and cold effect simultaneously. The delay time from the time of cell inactivation (decrease in S) to reduction in tumor volume was represented by an inactivation delay for absorbed dose delivery, t d , and a linear clearance rate for inactivated cells, l c , where l c =ln(2)/T c . The clearance times were dependent on tumor volume changes between the tracer and first therapy volumes, and were allowed to vary minimally to allow the calculated tumor size slopes for the tracer and therapy regions to match the change in the data points. Fit parameters were l p and α, where l p depended primarily on response to the tracer injection and α depended primarily on response to therapy. Curve fits were performed by adjusting parameters to achieve optimum agreement between the slope of the calculated tumor size curve and the data points for the tracer data and for the therapy data, while visually assessing goodness of fit. Tracer data were fit first to determine l p . The α value was subsequently varied to fit the slope of the therapy data points. Little iteration of parameter value adjustment was required because the tracer data were only lightly dependent on the α parameter. E and EUD for each tumor were calculated from the time minimum of the surviving fraction curve according to Eqs. 1 and 2.
Results
Tumor response model fit
Size data for some tumors changed more rapidly than could be explained by tumor cell loss or gain. This size variation was attributed to noise in the data. Agreement between fitted curves and data points for the tracer period was optimized by renormalizing the tumor size data. All three tracer points were used for renormalizations when possible. For 6 of 57 tumors (11%), the tumor size for the first tracer point was excessively high and was ignored for the purposes of normalization and data fitting. An excessively high first tumor size was interpreted as being due to effects not included in this model (e.g., rapid fluid clearance from first to second time points). Shown in Fig. 1 are fractional measured tumor volumes compared to the calculated time dependence of the fractional volume, fractional cell survival, and fraction of inactivated cells cleared (Fig. 1a) and contributions to the time-dependent average equivalent dose for absorbed dose, cold effect, proliferation, BET/α, and the EUD at minimum cell surviving fraction (Fig. 1b) . In this example, the BET/α is dominated by the cold effect during the tracer interval (<200 h) and dominated by the absorbed dose effect during the therapy interval. Proliferation is represented by a decreasing negative term. EUD is lower than the maximum average BET/α due to exponential averaging in the cell survival formula (i.e., 3-D effect). Other example fits are shown for typical tumors with no cold effect (Fig. 2) and hypersensitive absorbed dose response with rapid cell clearance (Fig. 3) .
The volume of the first therapy point was most often consistent with an extrapolation of the tumor volumes determined from the tracer data. This can be seen in Figs. 1  and 2 , where the survival curve moves down sharply with the delivery of the therapy, while the measured tumor volume does not begin to respond for a few more days. The fit to most tumor volume data required inactivated cell clearance time delays consistent with the start of therapy to after the first therapy point (> 2 days). The default absorbed dose inactivation delay and half-time for clearance were chosen to be 1.5 and 3 days, respectively, based on best fit analysis to the data. Improved fits to the shrinkage data for 5 of 19 cases (26%) required much less absorbed dose inactivation delay, which was set to zero. The clearance half-time was held constant at 3 days for all but one patient (1.5 days for a lung tumor) to minimize the number of parameters being adjusted while determining the optimal fit. The primary goal was to achieve a fitted curve with a representative slope for tumor shrinkage for both the tracer and the therapy data. An example of this is shown in Fig. 3 where the tumor size for the first therapy point is considerably reduced compared to the tracer points , l p =0.046 g T /mg P /h Fig. 2 Model fit to relative tumor size for no cold effect. Same curve labels as in Fig. 1a ; p14, α=0.27 Gy −1 , l p =0 Fig. 3 Model fit to relative tumor size for hyper-radiosensitivity with rapid cell clearance. Same curve labels as in Fig. 1a ; p8, α= 0.96 Gy , l p =0.023 g T /mg P /h requiring an earlier break point for the therapy fitted curve to achieve a representative slope for the falloff of the therapy data points.
Parameter determinations
Model fits were attempted for 57 tumors from 19 patients. Data for one tumor (2%) were too erratic to yield a reasonable fit and were not included in the parameter averages, but were used for therapy effect determination. A plot of the parameter (α and l p ) relationships for all fit tumors is shown in Fig. 4a . Tumors for each patient (plotted using the same symbol and color) tended to respond similarly. Thus, patient-specific average fit values may provide added insight and are shown in Fig. 4b . The tumorspecific fit results resemble a scatter plot, while the patient averaged results show some trends. Three apparent categories emerged: (1) no cold effect (7 cases with l p =0); (2) standard radiation sensitivity with cold effect (11 cases); and (3) high radiation sensitivity (hyper-radiosensitivity) with cold effect (1 case). These patient response categories may yield insight into which patients will (or will not) receive a large benefit from this therapy. Future work will focus on prospectively predicting a response category for each patient.
A summary of α and l p values averaged over tumors and over patients is given in Table 1 . Values differ slightly, showing an influence on the averages of the number of tumors per patient (ranging from one to seven). Parameters for the three response categories were separately averaged for tumor fit results (Table 2 ) and patient fit results (Table 3) . For individual tumor fit results, hyper-radiosensitivity was defined as α = 0.6 Gy −1 or greater.
E and EUD
EUDs calculated using patient category average parameters from Table 3 are plotted in Fig. 5 against absorbed dose calculations. Cumulative absorbed doses ranged from 1.1 to 5.7 Gy while EUDs ranged from 1.1 to 7.1 Gy. For all tumors without a cold effect the EUD is smaller than the absorbed dose. Tumors with a therapeutically significant cold effect have EUDs greater than the absorbed dose. Results expressed in E using averaged values from Table 3 compared to absorbed dose calculations are shown in Fig. 6 . The hypersensitivity case outlier is apparent because of its large shift of E compared to EUD relative to the other cases. The difference between E and EUD is due to the range of α values, attributed to the disparate patient population receiving this therapy. An alternative strategy is calculating E using patient-specific averages for α and l p (Fig. 7) . This analysis would be most appropriate if the observed variation in α represented patient-specific fluctuations in radiation response, rather than random fluctuations in the data. The major difference is due to the relationship Three case categories emerge: no cold effect (7 cases, l p =0), cold and radiation effects (11 cases), and radiation hypersensitivity (P8) between patient categories. The most likely benefit of the current model is to help segregate responses with vs without the cold effect and with standard radiation sensitivity vs increased radiation sensitivity. Data analysis assumptions affecting the correlation of predicted and actual patient therapy outcome will be tested for validity when the current patient data set matures. Fit parameter, EUD and E values used to generate the figures are given in the Supplemental Table. Discussion Averaging over tumor fit parameters per patient reduced variability. Patients appear to fall in disparate response categories. Patient response averaging is appropriate when looking for patient response trends and when all tumors within a patient appear to behave similarly. It is expected that patient averaged results would be less affected by noise in the data. The demarcation between standard radiation sensitivity with or without a cold effect is fuzzy. Lowresponding tumors were kept in the no cold effect category to avoid excess influence on the α parameter from noise in the tracer data, which can result in fits with α values depressed well below 0.1 Gy −1 . Parameter averaging in response categories chosen by patient is likely the most reliable averaging technique. A wide range of α factors resulted from fits to the data. Fowler [7] estimated reasonable limits for tumor α factors for typical radiotherapy schedules to the range of 0.2 to 0.4 Gy −1 . Most case averaged α values determined here fall in or near this interval. The outlier value of 1.3 Gy −1 for one case is well outside of this interval, suggestive of hyper-radiosensitivity. This case was also unique because it was fit best with lower radiation inactivation delay. The wide range of radiation sensitivities required for an adequate fit to data, even using a rich data set and fourdimensional dose model, illustrates the difficulty of depending on absorbed dose estimates only to be able to predict outcome. Mechanisms of cell inactivation by antibody alone and cell inactivation by radiation absorbed dose may be sufficiently different to warrant different model assumptions. Absorbed dose inactivation was delayed relative to the time of absorbed dose deposition because it allowed a more reasonable fit to the slope of the therapy data. It was not reasonable to assume that the first therapy point was too high due to measurement error for nearly all cases. If both cold and absorbed dose mechanisms are similar (i.e., via apoptosis) this assumption could be questioned. The most similar tumor size response time between the cold effect and radiation absorbed dose responses was observed in the one hypersensitivity case, where the response to absorbed dose was larger and more rapid.
Macklis et al. [18] attributed a higher sensitivity for some malignant lymphoma cell lines to radiation-associated apoptosis for low-dose-rate radiation, while other cell-cycle effects such as G2M block were found to be relatively minor. Hernandez and Knox [19] reviewed the important role of apoptosis in NHL. The apoptotic interpretation of radiosensitivity is in contrast to the typical interpretation of standard radiosensitivity observed for solid tumor cell lines attributed to mitotic effects [7] . Hyper-radiosensitivity at low absorbed doses is moderated by increasing cell repair at higher absorbed doses [20] , ultimately converting to full repair with G2 block and mitotic cell death. The observed range of radiosensitivity may be due to a range of cell death mechanisms present in this patient population.
There is a suggestive correlation between the response to absorbed dose and response to cold protein for most tumors (excluding the case with hyper-radiosensitivity). Since the primary mechanism of both antitumor effects in this subset is likely apoptosis [18, 19] , this correlation may represent patient-specific tumor sensitivity mechanisms of cell inactivation. It is possible that the difficulty of demonstrating an absorbed dose response relationship is confounded by the wide range of cell sensitivities caused by competing cell inactivation mechanisms. This interpretation leads to the possibility that tumors with little or no cold effect are primarily sensitive to non-apoptotic (e.g., mitotic) death due to radiation damage. There is also a possibility of variable tumor response due to synergistic reactions between the cold and radiation effects. A predisposition to primarily apoptotic or mitotic cell death may be able to be determined through biomarker studies, and may provide the greatest potential for pre-therapy model parameter determination and subsequent therapy outcome prediction. Use of SPECT-derived tumor activity distributions introduces some uncertainty in the calculations, particularly for small volumes. During the OSEM reconstruction process, accurate total activity and avoidance of reconstruction artifact are emphasized over accuracy in the activity distribution. Smaller tumor volumes are expected to have larger relative uncertainties. In addition, the approximate deformable registration employed (radial deformation) allows discontinuities in the activity density distributions with time, while conserving total tumor time integrated activity. These assumptions are acceptable in the current model due to the smaller significance of 3-D activity distributions at the lower absorbed doses and absorbed dose rates delivered. The estimate of the activity nonuniformity provided by the data and deformable registration is an adequate correction to the equivalent biological effect for 3-D effects. In addition, the methods employed here are significant improvements over the use of dose-volume histograms, where all spatial information is lost. Improvements to the data collection and modeling of the 4-D activity distributions are planned.
The inclusion of cell proliferation in the effective therapy model was important to not bias the antitumor effects, particularly during the tracer study. The magnitude of the proliferation did not have a dominant effect during the approximately 16 days for the current studies, justifying the use of a fixed effective doubling time to reproduce average outcome for the patient population. However, cellular proliferation for NHLs varies and in some subpopulations correlates with time to progression [21] . It may be possible to prospectively use a patient-specific proliferation coefficient based on pretreatment data, such as relative metabolic activity determined from a PET scan [22] .
Correlation with outcome may be stronger for subcategories of tumor response if there are significant portions of patients with very different tumor sensitivities. If the dominant tumor characteristic is a variable sensitivity to Table 3 . EUD values for patients with relatively little or no cold effect are less than their corresponding absorbed dose values. The same patient code is used as in Fig. 4 Fig. 7 E vs total absorbed dose using averaged parameters for each patient. The same patient code is used as in Fig. 4 overall therapy, a simple correlation may remain elusive. Improvements to the model based on additional patient characteristics (e.g., tumor proliferation differences and/or radiosensitivity differences) may be important for a better understanding of correlation with outcome.
This analysis ignored potentially significant effects of the disease process. Tumor volume determination uncertainty and the assumption that all identified volumes represented active tumor cells increase uncertainties in the analysis. If a fixed fraction of all tumor volumes had a lower clonogen cell density, the effect on the relative equivalent therapy would be minimal. Follow-on work will attempt to identify viable cell densities by identifying likely regions of blood pooling and improving the deformable registration using the anatomical and differential timeactivity data.
Converting the equivalent biological effect, E, to absorbed dose units (e.g., EUD) may be misleading the correlation to outcome due to the observed range in radiosensitivity. E contains the relative therapeutic information for a disparate patient population. Converting back to absorbed dose units devalues absorbed dose hypersensitivity relative to standard sensitivity. The same may be true of relative cold versus absorbed dose effects. Lower absorbed dose sensitivity will equate to a relatively higher equivalent dose for the therapeutic effect of the cold antibody. The equivalent biological effect may be a better therapeutic score for comparison to patient outcome compared to absorbed dose or EUD. Either relatively minor corrections to absorbed dose are sufficient to correlate calculation prediction to outcome (e.g., use EUD), or a therapy effect calculation should be used (e.g., E). Future plans include testing the utility of using E vs EUD to predict therapy outcome.
Conclusion
Model parameters were successfully derived for an equivalent therapy model including a cold protein effect. Tumor responses have been categorized into three groups based on parameter fits to measured data: no cold effect, standard radiosensitivity with cold effect, and hyper-radiosensitivity with cold effect. Use of the equivalent biological effect rather than EUD for correlation to therapy outcome is preferred for a patient population with variable radiosensitivity. Further investigation may yield methods of segregating patient populations to enhance predictive power of equivalent therapy modeling.
